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tently described within asymptotically free field theory.

Quantum chromodynamlcs is used to derive eum roles for the

total cross section б J which includes both production

of яавопв with hidden chant (J/^
 f
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charmed particles (pairs Й5, Й? and so on), in estimate of
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vered up to energies ~* 1000 GeV . In this energy range &
c

turns out to be equal to several microbarns» It is argued

that measurements of charm photoproduction would give the

most direct information on the gluon distribution within a

nucleon. All the results are generalised to production of

heavier particles containing new quarks. In particular, a

simple resoaling law is derived connecting the croee sections

for charm and beauty.
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I . ПГСВОШСТЮН

In this paper we will explore the consequences of quan-

tum chromodynamics (QCD) for photoproduction of particles

constructed from heavy quarkst charmed, beautiful and so on.

We will argue that the process is an ideal probe of gluons

at short distances and the confirmation of the theoretical

predictions would considerably strengthen the experimental

basis of QCD.

The specific feature of QCD is that it can be conside-

red as a closed theory only in the cases when short distan-

ces dominate amplitudes L
1
1 . At large distances the effec-

tive coupling constant of strong interactions becomes large

and the problem of quark confinement is important. For this

reason classical applications of QCD are limited to certain

sum rules for structure functions of deep inelastic scat-

tering. To derive the sum rules one considers the amplitude

of forward Compton scattering of a virtual photon

At the unphysical point (p-^
 A
 q\ -» 0 the amplitude is domina-

ted by distances of the order *•>. i/->/ Q
2
 . Then

Wilson operator expansion and renormalization group technique

allow to extract the dependence on the large parameter, Q
2
.

On the other hand, the imaginary part of amplitude (1) is

proportional to the observed structure functions of deep

inelastic scattering. Therefore, using dispersion relations

one can convert the evaluation oi the amplitude at the point



p., x q -*. 0 into a set of the dispersion sum rules for the

structure functional. J«

Thus, by now standard application of QCD requires the

introduction of large external momentum Q. At large negative

1? J and complexl*Jvalues of the square of Ш е photon momentum

quarks and gluoma in the intermediate state are deeply vir-

tual and Peynman graphs of perturbation theory can be trus-

ted.

The starting point of the present paper is the obser-

vation W that in the case of heavy particle production

there is no need to introduce large external momentum and

a large mass scale is provided by a quark mass itself. Thus,

for the currents of charmed quarks the dominant contribution

in integral (1) is associated with distances of order l/2m

even at q-*0 (m
c
 stands for the charmed quark mass). As a

result, QOD is applicable to photoproduotion, not necessari-

ly eleotpoproduotion of charmed particles.

Xn our earlier letter !M we exploited the idea to de-

rive the following sum rule for the cross section 0^ of

charm pfcotoproductions

T
The crone Motion 6* includes production both of hidden

and naked Qhaxm^ dk
s
 s 9 /^ is the effective coupling con-

stant of strong interactions, V e f y o
 t
 p * - stands

tor the part of the nuoleon momentum carried by gluona (as

measured in "ordinary" deep inelastic with Q r~ «n ^ ).



In this paper we will both extend the results of Be£(t]

and present a more detailed derivation of the sum rule (2).In

particular, we will exploit the valence quark approximation

£5;6]to get predictions for higher moments (i.e. integrals

\ -\ <5\ j и > 2. ). The whole set of the sum rules turns

out to be so restrictive that allows to make conclusions on

the behaviour of the cross section ф* itself ( see Fig.7 )•

We will present numerical estimates of the cross section

which can be wrong in some details but seem to be well es-

tablished as far as the gross features are concerned. In

particular Cf is predicted to grow from 20-30 *Ь to

several microbarns as the initial energy varies between

20-30 GeV and 1000 GeV . The valence quark approximation

which is used at this point amounts to saying that all the

Feynman graphs describing forward Coatpton scattering start

with a quark line while gluons appear only in the interme-

diate state. The model ie Known to reproduce well[6]lall the

basic features of deep inelastic scattering and the measure-

ment of charm photoproduction could serve as a crucial test

of it.

ill the numerical estimates use determination of the

mass of the charmed quark which follows from the sum rule*

for charm production in e
+
e~ collisions . The sum rules are

derived within the same framework as eq. (2) and agree well

with the experimental data. This gives a strong support to

the whole theoretical approach and we are hopefull that fur-

ther experimental Sorsequences derived in the present paper

will be confirmed in future as well. Sum rules for e
+
e~



collisions relate the charmed quark mass to the electronic

width and tiie mass of the J/y meson. Thus, QCO allows to

derive nontrivial relation between the parameters of 3/ц,

and charm photoproduction. The relation is based on the as-

sumed spin and color assignment of gluons. Therefore confir-

mation of the sum rule (2) would imply the reality cf glu-

ons just in the same way as data on deep inelastic scatte-

ring imply the existence of fractionally charged quarks.

As was already mentioned the theoretical foundation of

our derivation is rather standard. As usually, we rely on

renormmlization group equations and short distance expansion.

The only point which deserves further explanation is the use

of the effective Lagrangian approach rather than Wilson ope-

rator expansion standard for deep inelastic scattering. Al-

though the former can be considered aa an extension of the

latter it appears to be much more convenient for those of

the practical applications which are dealing with heavy qu-

arks. According to this approach the role of heavy quarks

in low-energy transitions reduces to inducing new (quasi)lo-

cal vertices of interaction among light quarks and gluons.

The strength of these new interactions depends on heavy qu-

ark mass and can be evaluated by considering loop graphs

with heavy quarks in the intermediate state. Just as in Wil-

son expansion local operators in the effective Lagrangian

can be classified according to their dimension (twist). The

operators with the lowest dimension (twist) dominate while

other contributions' are suppreesed by powers of m /4m
0
 ,where

a is some characteristic hadrooic mass.



It is worth nothing that similar approach waa used first

to describe virtual weak interactions in our earlier papers 11

The same technique was independently proposed by B.Witten['J

to describe charm electroproduction at relatively luge Q .

The "4^" results presented in this paper had been known

to us for some time wiien there came the news of the discove-

ry of a heavy resonance(s) decaying into И*~\* pair. in ob-

vious interpretation of this experimental observation is the

existence of a new *f -like system and, therefore, of a new

heavy quark. This extends the scope of application of the

results presented here and serves to us as an additional

stimulus for their publication. In particular, we are able

to derive a simple rescaling rule which relates charm to

"beauty" production. Unfortunately, the presently feasible

phuton energies do not seem to be high enough to checb the

relation in full.

The procedure is as follows. In sect.2 we sketch the

derivation of eq.(2) and explain the basic relevant ideas.

Sect.? contains a derivation of the sum rules corresponding

to higher moments of the cross section G"
c
. In Sect.4 we will

argue that a measurement of the total cross section of charm

photoproduction gives the most direct information on gluon

distribution inside a nucleon. In sect. 5 we discuss the re-

levant experimental data. In sect.6 the predictions for the

moments of gluon distribution function which follow from the

valence quark approximation are exploited and the correspon-

ding predictions for the integrals \—
щ
 G*(*),*+Z are ana-

lyzed. In sect. 7 we present numerical estimates of the



сговя section (5
C
 aa a iusetion of the pfcctot anorgy

compere the», with the vector doKJinence model results. In

sect.8 we diecuss experiments with nuclear targets and, ir.

particular, determine the dependence of O' Q'A-*cbax'»+aati-

charm + ...) on the atomic number A. In sect.9 we consider

photoproduction of particles containing new heavier quarks.

Appendix 1 deals with some details of calculations within the

valence quark approximation while in Appendix 2 we discuss

corrections of order oi (m ) to the sum rules derived.

s с

2. Rules of the Game

Here we will demonstrate all steps necessary to derive

eq.(2) and discuss some questions of principle, further de-

tails can be found in the subsequent sections.

Consider the scattering of a photon with the vanishing

momentum q-»0 on a nucleon. Due to the energy-momentum crn-

servation such a photon cannot produce a pair of reel char-

med particles and they can appear only as virtual states. Mo-

reover, because of the uncertainty principle the врасе-time

separation of the charmed quarks is of order l/2m
 w n e r e a

0

С

is the charmed quark mass. This distance is ,auch smaller than

the confinement radius R which is of order 1/Zn^ if one ide-

ntifies Б with, say, the electromagnetic radius of a nucleon.

According to QCD the effective quark-gluon interaction is

relatively weak at such distances and the virtual pair cc

interacts with a small coupling constant с£^(<т\.). То the

lowest order in ô f*v)the charm contribution to the amplitude

of the forward Compton scattering ie described by the



in ?ig.I (which depicts the basic block of photon-gluon

scattering while averaging over the nucleon state is impli-

citly assumed, see Pig.2).

The result a£ calculation of the graph in Fig.I са-л be

borrowed in fact front quantum electrodynamics provided that

trivial factors due to color and difference in combinatorics

are introduces. In particular, for low frequencies one can

use Heisenberg-Euler effective Lagrangian for photon-photon

scattering. In this way one comes to the following effective

Lagrangian of photcn-gluon interaction in QCDi
J

- s

Here ot is the fine structure constant ol = I/I57
5
 Q

c
 i3 the

electric charge of chanaed quark, Q
c
 = 2/5, Pp

u
 and G^

v

(a = I,..,8) are the photon and gluon field strength tensors,

respectively. All the gluon operators in the square brackets

are normalized at Euclidean momentum p~m..
с

Construction of the relevant affective Lagrangian is

the first step in deriving the sum rules. The next is eva-

luation of the corresponding matrix elements over the nuc-

leon state. Once one averages over the nucleon spin the nuc~

'Hereafter we use the standard normalization of the querk-
gluon interaction vertex */Ш£ c<fa (*?t)с , \° are Gell-Mann
SU(5)matrices satisfying the condition Tr(A

e
V) = 2 S ь



Icon aatriz eleaent of operator (3) can be written in tern*

of a single constant О " :

where (fi, = 6*
ы
 GCj-fajtfytty is tbe gluon energy-mo-

mentima tensor and the subscript "2"* in the e^atol О
 2
 indi-

oatee the Lorentz spin of the corresponding operator. (,$*>>

in this casn). Hereafter we will indicate explicitely the

normalization point of the operators, e.g. {ILjf***) means

/r ft ^

that the operator Zfaj is noraalized at в
с
.

quantity p g has a simple neaning and stands in

fact for a part of the nucleon's romsntua carried iy gluons.

In QCD, ae in any interaction theory this part depends on

conditions under which the measurement is performed» In the

approximation considered P
 2
 (»

c
) refers to the measure-

ment in deep inelastic ecattering with Q * 4аг .

2q. (4) allows to determine the amplitude of the forward

It") a

Compton scattering ?
 M
/ at low energies in terns of p , .

The general definition of the amplitude 1?н> is as follows

There S "' i £'^ are the initial and final photon polarization

vectors, p ^ is the nueleon four-momentum.

In terms of the in7arisnl; solitude A("J ) the low-energy

theorem implied by eq. (4) can be written as

in sltematiTe expression for 1(0) can be obtained by nsing

the general dispersion relation. Indeed, the imaginary part

of A( \l') is related to tbe cross section of charm photopro-



production!

Ь« AM =-$*!,
where <s\ vetevs to production of mesons with bidden charm

(J/\y , V' j jf
e
 and so on) and of pairs of charmed par-

ticles (DD, PF and so on ). Then we get

- (7)
ihfeshotd

Combining eqs.(6) and (7) ws get the sum rule (2) quoted

in the Introduction l/M and the present derivation illustrates

all the principal points of our approach. Delaying the dis-

cussion of further details until the subsequent sections we

would like to answer here some questions, which, as our ex-

perience shows, come to the mind of the readers well acquai-

nted with application of QCD in deep Euclidean region and

large Qf. She point is that we are using asymptotic freedom

at q r~ 0 and this may seem dangerous. In particular, after

some contemplation one comes to the consideration of the

graphs of the type presented in Fig.? which posess infra-

red singulars.ties at small q. Unlike the simplest graph of

Fig.I these graphs can be cut over intermediate state con-

structed entirely from light particles: gluons g, от light

quarks u,d,s, or both. For light particles there is no rea-

son to rely on asymptotic freedom to describe their interac-

tion at <fO.

However, there exist good reasons to believe that such

graphs are in fact unimportant and can be neglected altoget-

her. To subtanciate the point it is sufficient to recall the

reader that, as is indicated by experimental data, charmed

world is only poors? linked to the world of usual hadronev.

Indeed,hadronic widths of the J/Vand ^' mesons are at least

tl



three orders of magnitude smaller than those of ordinary re-

sonances of comparable maes. Charm production in strong in-

teractions seeias fco be extremely small as well. On the ot-

her hand, production of charm in e
+
e~ collisions constitutes

a large рог-tion of the total cross section. Moreover, the

relative yield of J/«f in the photon-induced reactions is

much higher than that in the hadron-induced reactions. All

these facts convince us to at one can neglect photoproduc-

tion of charmed particles via the electromagnetic current

of light quarks as conpared to that via the electromagnetic

current of charmed quarks. Contribution of graphs of the

type of Figs.Jb.c where photon interacts with u, d, s

quarks rather than directly with с quarks does not exceed

several per cent of the total ia the physical region,

Therefore as far as charm photoproduction is concerned «a

can simply "switch off" the electromagnetxe interaction of

light quarks.

This eliminates a lot of "dangerous" graphs but not all

of them. In particular, there are graphs of the type presen-

ted in Fig.2a,d where photon is coupled to the charmed qu-

ark and which still posess infrared singularities. However,

these singularities are relevant to production of ordinary

hadrons via virtual charm and not to the charm production.

Indeed, the corresponding threshold in the dispersion re-

lations is of the order of masses of usual hadrone and has

nothing to do with the charm threshold. Since we are not in-

terested in the charm corrections to the usual particle pro-

duction one can be not afraid of the infrared divergencies

of Figs.2a,d as well. As for the contribution of virtual



light particles into production of real chars «seosiated

with these graphs it starts from V > % m< and cannot be

infrared divergent. Therefore it contains an extra oif(*»
t
)

as compared to the basic result (Fig.I) One can prove i;hie

fact just in the same vein as Appelquist-Politzer recipe[ioj

These are the reasons which lie behind our use of *sy-

mptotis freedom to describe sbaim production by real photons.

3» Sicpansion in a Heavy Quaric Mass and Sum Bulea

As was already mentioned it is convenient for our pur-

poses to изе the effective lagrangian approach. How, let us

discuss this point in more detail.

An example of an eftective Lagrangian is well known. We

keep in mind the four-fermion Lagrangian of weak interactions

It Is most probable that four-fermion interaction is not a

fundamental one but is induced by W-boson exchange. However

if the initial energy is small as compared to the V boson

mass, four-fermion form of Lagrangian is adequate to deacri-

be weak interactions. The role of the W boson in low-energy weak

interactions is that its mass determines «he strength of

weak transitions. Thus, according to the unified theories

of weak and electromagnetic interactions the Fermi coupling

constant is of the order G ~ °*/&w • Apart from power de-

pendence on the mass of the В boson the effective Lagrangian

of weak interactions contains log terms ( ̂  " V ) which

arouse due to gluon exchanges at short distances (in slight-

ly different language this sounds as "anomalous dimension") [jj].

Similarly, if one considers external momenta to be small

13



as compared to the mass of charmed or another heavy quark,

then only loop graphs with heavy quarks in virtual state can

be considered. These graphs induce a series of new (quasi)

local vertices of interaction among the light particles (u,

d,s quarks, gluons, photons). The strength of this interac-

tion is determined by the heavy quark mass. (A more formal

presentation of the method of effective Lagrangian as app-

lied to heavy quarks (the so called heavy quirk expansion)

can be found in Eef

To specify the effective Lagrangian completely one must

choose some normalization point. V.'e normalize all the opera-

tors at Euclidean point H= m,- Then ^here is no log mn/m

in the operator expansion since these log terms are absorbed

into matrix elements of the operators.

Thus far, we have presented a qualitative argument. A

very important numerical question is whether the charmed

quark is heavy enough to justify the use of asymptotic fre-

edom to describe its interactions. We think.(and hereafter

assume) that the answer to this question is in positive.

Indeed, in most cases the relevant parameter is 4n£ and

not m, itself. For 4m, we have (see the next section for a
2 2

discussicn) 4mrt a: 6,'25GeV • On the other hand, from exoeri-

mental data on deep inelastic we learn that scaling sets in

around (I-2)GeV2. Another argument in favor of applying asy-

mptotic freedom to the charmed world is that the effective

coupling constant of strong interactions relevant to the J/^

-decays is small : o^ (mc) ss 0. %

Constructing of the effective Lagrangian relevant to

the description of charmed particle photoproduction has

14



much in common with the well known case of deep inelastic

scattering. The operators are characterized by their dimen-

sion and the term of the lowest dimension is given by eq.O).

Eq.(3) can be used to describe forward Compton scattering of

photons with various polarizations. If one is interested in

the spin averaged amplitude, then only twist-two operators

can be kept (tho same is true in the case of deep inelastic

scattering). To the lowest order la o(
s
 amplitude (5) «an

be represented as (see Fig.I)

+(terms proportional to q or q ) + (...)
Г

Here

and (...) stands for operators of higher twist. The contri-

bution of the latter are suppressed by powers (m
2
/4m*) whore

m is some hadronic mass.

Expansion of the coefficients С (m ) in powers of aUm )

starts with terms of/first order in o(
s
 . Thus, according

to eq.(3)

The calculation of the other coefficients С is greatly sim-

plified by using the following trick. Let us introduce for-

mally the amplitude of thephoton-gluon scattering correspon-

ding to the graphs of Fig.I:



where k is the gluon momentum and one coefficients 0 are

the sane as in eq.(9). ТЬезе coefficients can be expressed

in terms of dispersion integrals over the bare cross section

of cc production in photon-gluon collisions

where the bare cross section up to some trivial factors is

given by the well known eiectrodynamical cross section of

e
+
e~ production in phcton-photon collisions;

The trick here is that the cross section of charus production

in photon-gluon collision (even desregarding for a aoaent

the problem of exLstense of free gluons) is not jiven i:i

fact by eq. (13). This, lowest order expression is grossly

modified by strong interactions. Hov/ever, the amplitude at

the unphysical point (k<j)=O ia given by the lowest order

graph of Fig.I as far as the higher order terms in ssail

coupling constant oL(ni) are neglected. Therefore, one can

use dispersion relation (12) to find the amplitude at the

vanishing momentum. Moreover, higher order corrections re-

duce in this approximation to a replacement of <,/ by the

effective coupling constant o(
s
 (

m

c
)«

A similar procedure can be used in the case of photon-

nucleon scattering. The cross section 6(Y<J-+CC) entering

eq.(I2) is substituted now by (5% and coefficients С are

substituted by С Q^ where O^ are the reduced matrix

elements defined as



Indeed, amplitude (9) in terms of J><£ looks as (compare

with Eg.(11))

and a simple repetition of the dispersion sum rulee tech-

nique leads to

a £•

chart» v»c
•*hr i(whera n=2,4 and so on while the other values of n can be

considered within the context of analytical continuation.

Parameters p* 6*t)characterize gluon distribution

inside a nucleon at Q£*- m~ and there is no model indepen-

dent information on that. The only exception is the case of

n=2 since in this case one can find р
г
 in an indirect way

using the data on deep inelastic scattering and energy-mo^

men-cum conservation. Indeed, the parameter J
3
^

has the meaning of the momentum carried by gluons, while

deep inelastic scattering allows to find the momentum car-

ried by quarks. The rest is to be carried by gluons. On the

other hand, parameter _p, , e.g., is proportional to the me-

.momentum.

an value of the square of gluons" and the latter is indepen-

dent, generally speaking, from quark distribution probed in

deep inelastic. We will estimate p*/'"t)using the valence

quark approximation ' •

Eq. (12) holds only in the lowest order in d
3
 .In

next orders there arise corrections to С and, moreover, the

quark operators &d...u ("O

9.
1
 . —У i"" Q X, 25, ...£>. Q <I7)



come into the game(see Pig.4). The corresponding expansion

coefficients in the effective Lagrangian are proportional

jf- (д )• These expansion coefficients cannot be given
£ С

now in terms of bare cross section ̂ (jfj-*" 4) alone since

the integrals \̂ tf(if«}-»cĉ ) contain log terms of the type

^s **• —\ which require for J more ca-reful consideration.

(ТЬэу are to te absorbed into the definition of the opera-

tors O, (m ) and the coupling constant o{.(ra ). Furt-

her discussion of the corrections of order d
s
 to the sum

rules derived below is given in Section 7 and Appendix 2.

4. Some Experimental Consequences

In this section we will dwell on the correspondence

between the distribution of gluons as a function of z (where

x is the part of the nucleon's momentum carried by a gluon)

and the cross section of charm photoproduction as a func-

tion of energy. The rigorous result reduces to some integ-

ral relations (sum rules). We will argue, however, that to

a reasonable approximation there is a point-to point

correspondence between <3* and gluon distribution function.

To this end let us consider the n-dependence of the sum

rules (16):

TJ * ef M- i2^s) I w р:к> an
Charm 3 I*1Q

ihrtihotj

Неге Г*(я) i
s
 the Euler gamma function and the parameters P

b

IB



are introduced in eq.(I4).

In the parton-iaodel approximation ph have the mea-

ning of the moments of the gluon distribution function. In

QCD the distribution functions themselves depend on the

conditions under which a measurement ia made» Thus* in

deep inelastic there are some log corrections to the,par-
o

ton model description depending on Q . In the case of charm

photoproduction Q^ ia substituted by 4m£ and is fixed in

this sense. One can introduce a distribution function of

gluons g(x,Q ) such that the moments p£" are given by

j>* К ) = S
 oV
 *

h
'

z
 $(*jQ*~ **t*) • <

2 0 )

о

The function g(x,Q ) is defined in such a way as to make it

analogous to the structure function F^CxiQ ) in the case of

deep inelastic. It might worth emphasizing that although

we are using the parton model language in fact our approach

based on QCD is more general and, in particular, it is pos-

sible to account for the finite nucleon mass.

We see that charm photoproduction can be considered as л

gluon probe just in the same way as deep inelastic scatte-

ring is considered as quark probe. Determination of J*6«%)

would be important in other applications of QCD such as

estimates ( а к Drell-Yan) of charm production in hadron-

hadron collisions.

As is seen from eg.. (18) there is strong explicit de-

pendence of the sum rules on n. The central point of our

discussion here is that this dependence can be eliminated

to a great extent if a new variable x is introduced instead

of V i

19



where

Then eq.(I8) can be rewritten as

The dependence on n of the product
 v i

is presented in Fig.5. We see that it is rather weak as

compared to any reasonable guess on n-dependence of f>
h
 as

far as the region пэ5»1 is excluded from consideration (in

the latter case eq.(I8) is not valid anyhow, зее section

7). Thus, in a crude approximation we have

h c= I. 5".

Then it follows immediately from eq. (22) that the function

<уУ (
 v
t
t>>
*«

1
'- \ i

s a
 repetition of the gluon distribution fun-

ction.

To specify the procedure completely we need to know O£

which depends in turn on the value of m . A rough estimate
с

of m can be inferred from potential models of charmonium

( m ~1.6 GeV). However, the parameter m entering the sum

rules (18) refers in fact to a deep eucledean region,
2 2

p cr -n~
t
 and the only consistent way to find it is to use

soî e other sum rules derived In QCD under similar conditions.

The value of in in deep Euclidean region was in fact

detetmined from the sum rules for charm production in e
+
e~

collisions[7]

20



and we have

СГ
в
 ~ 2SOhb. (2*)

Thus, to get g(x) one needs to devide experiment 1 number

for <S*(
У4ЙГ

">) by 1,5 <y
0
 = 575hb • (Tnie is not true, gene-

rally speaking, near the threshold which corresponds to n»I).

5. Numerical predictions for n = 2

In this section we will discuss in more detail numeri-

cal predictions for the sum rule with n=2 and compare then

with the existing data on 3/f photoproductlon which con-

stitutes a part of the total cross section <sf.

The predictions in the case of n=2 are the aost unam-

biguous ones since the experimental data on deep inelastic

scattering can be used to fiad p
x
 . However, even in this

case there is some uncertainty since the value of p * de-

pends on the procedure used to extract it from the data.

Namely, it had been thought for a long time that gluone

carry half of the momentum of nccleon so that ft - 0.5.

This determination of р
л
 does not include,

however, the variation of quark and gluon distributions

with Q
2
. If the effect is accounted for, then according to

Bef. [в] P^ {several

We will accept the value of

$>l (~c) =, О. Ц
 M

which follows from the valence quark approximation
v
and, in

view of the discussion above, seems to be in no contradic-

tion with the data. Then using eqs.(8) and (23) we get the

following prediction

tff » 16 **/*„*
 ( 2 5

)



It present only first indications exist to the production

of naked chain in the photon-induced reactions D41 and eq(25)

cannot be confronted with the experimental data.

The data on paotoproduction of hidden charm are much

richer. In particular, the data on reaction

«re compiled in fief. [ts]. The corresponding estimate of the

cross section of J/f- photoproduction is presented in Pig.5.

To get it from experimental data some values of the slope

of tbe diffra4ion peak were accepted which are in fact un-

certain to a factor about two. In this way we find

%*•••) *aa-i.

and the dominant contribution to the integral comes from V

ra-iging from 20 to 60Ge7 .

Thus, we see that production of J/y/- gives approxi-

mately I/IO of the predicted total (see eq..(25)) It implies

that for V=(2O - 60)6ev" the cross section of DD -sesims

photoproduction is about an order of magnitude higher than

that of

6. Valenoe Quarks and Sum Rules

T)>« sum rule with n =2 is sensitive to energies

V = (20-60)GeV2. To get an idea on the cross section at

higher or lowar energies we need predictions for sum rules

with lbwer or higher n, respectively. These predictions de-

pend rather crucially on tbe input assumptions concerning Me

structure ofanucleon. Thus, apart from pure QCD we rely he-

re on an additional dynamical assumption. Ve will argue that
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measurements of chaxm photoproduction can prove a crucial

test of the valence quark approximation.

The valence quark: approximation is described in *ppen~

dix X (as w&ll as details of der-ivation of results pre-

sented below). The basic idea is that initial nucleon con-

sists of three quarke and gluone appear only as a result of

gluon bremsstrahlung of quarks. The bremsatrahlung both mo-

difies initial quark distribution and generates the gluon

component of anucleon. Since both effects have the same ori-

gin it is possible to reconstruct gluon distribution from

quark distribution as ia seen in deep inelastic without ma-

king any assumption on the initial quark wavefuaction of a

nucleon.

Thus, the parameters p
n
 which we are interested in

are related now to the moments o$- the quark distribution

function q(ac,Q )

21 \^Q^^) (27a)

where P
h
 are defined as reduced matrix elements of the

operators 0 j ^ (see eq.(J7)) constructed from quark fie-

lds:

The ratio Р„ \™d / pj (ы
с
)

 l s
 given in Table I for va-

rious values of u. The ratio depends in fact on the value

of the effective styong interaction coupling constant which

controls the strength of gluon bremsstrahlung. More precise-

ly we need some input on the ratio °** /Сг
м
дааеге m is some

hadronic mass. It seems natural tcjassume o^(m)~I while o*
4
(»*\

is given by eq.(8). Thus, we have
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Of course, this estimate is subject to some uncertainty but,

luckily enough, the corresponding variation of She moments

of gluon distribution is rather weak (see Table I).

For numerical results we rely on the Field-Feynman fit

[I6J to deep inelastic. Since the fit is based on the parton

model and not QCD it is not quite consistent on our part to

use it here. However, we do not expect the QCD effects to be

large numerically and use the Field-Feynman parameteriza-

tion just as a representation of experimental data at Q of

order of several GeV
2
, i.e., in the region of Q we are in-

terested in (4m
2
= Q

2
~ 6GeV

2
 ).

For integer values of n ^ 2 there exist direct expe-

rimental data on the moments of quark distributionsR

They agree with the Field-Feynman parameterization within

20%.

Evaluation of parameters f>
h
 fixes sum rules for other

n. E-g., for n-1.5 and n = 4 we get

t l W = f WO- 6SO)
 Ьк
/ьг„ (28)

and *
1
"**'

1
-

respectively.

As compared with the case of n=2 integral (28) is more sen-

sitive to the asymptotic region while sum rule (29) probes

the region closer to the threshold.

It is instructive to find the J/V contribution to the

sun rules. Using the estimate of the cross section of



photoproduction given in Fig.6 we get

i

which is approximately l/tO and 1/4 of the total, respec-

tively. For n=2 the corresponding share is у 10 . We see

that the relative 3/y contribution grows with n. This se-

ems reasonable since for higher » the near threshold con-

tribution is enhanced and production of pairs of chained

mesons becomes suppressed by phase apace.

It is gratifying to see that in all the cases the sum

rules produce predictions for charm photoproduction which

are quite reasonable, 14 view of experimental data on J/p

production. It is worth emphasising that all the predictions

are parameter-free.

7. Estimate of the Total Charm Photoproduction Cross Section

In this section we will try to guess the cross section

starting from the sum rules derived above. We will confine

ourselves to the cross section which can be described in

a simple analytical form, so that the result surely is not a

a rigorous one. We hope, however, that the resulting croas

section can be relied upon as far as basic features are con-

cerned. For the sake of discussion we will differentiate

between 5 energy regionst

A. Threshold region}

B. Near the threshold region which covers energies

several times гв large as £



C. Intermediate energies;

D. High energy region corresponding to
 E
/

E
threshold

.•~ 4m? /m
2
 /— 100 j

С

В. Eegge asymptotic region.

In our consideration we must keep aside of extreme

regionsA,S.Indeed, Region A corresponds to n-»oe . The

perturbation theory in oC
&
 (m ) becomes unreliable here and

the corrections to sum rules (18) blow up. The experience

with the charmonium sum rules which are derived under si-

milar conditions shows, however, that for a £ S the

sum rules are still valid up to 2QJ6 [*'**•»•

There is another reason not to uae the sum rules at higher

n. The point is that the accuracy of the valence quark app-

roximation used to find j \ worsens with growing n. Indeed,

at large n the parameters j>h are sensitive to gluon dist-

ribution near x*»I. It is very difficult to produce via bre-

msstrahlung mediant am a gluon carrying alaost all the mo-

mentum ofonucleon and the corresponding moments j 3* are

small. Therefore, a small admixture of "valence" gluons

could affect these moments greatly without modifying the

gross features of deep inelastic scattering.

The other extreme (region B) corresponds to low n

n ~ I . The r.h.s. of eg. (18) has a singularity at n = 1, As

was mentioned many times[ °» Jthe position of singularity

c m be shifted due to higher order corrections. Moreover,

the lowest order in оГ(т„) is insufficient to find the

type of singularity. A study of the gluon distribution in

the true Begge asymptotic region and ' the corresponding

predictions for charm photoproduction is out of the scope



of the present paper. Let us oaly notice that there exist

good reasons to believe that Hegge pole description becones

applicable to charm photoproduction at extremely high

energies of order of several Itflxr* X

Thus, we are left «lth the region» B,C,D which «over

the energy ranging, say, from 15 to 1000 GeT and we cos-

fine ourselves to analysis of SUB rules for 1.5 •£" n £ 4$

which are sensitive to these energies.

It is convenient to rewrite sum rales (18) in a form

close to eq.(22);

Ц
Then for n ~ 3 - 5 the factor (£т) Ifr) ~? 7 4 depends

only weakly on n and can be approximated by co«**O.25. It

implies that in region В specified above the curve for the

cross section <X
C
 (-jp/ Is proportional to the quark dis-

tribution function. According to the Tield-Feynaan node!

Q(X)~ (I-X)
3
 X«.±.

On the other hand, in the valence quark approxiaation

for n close to unity the noaents oj gluon distribution

are related to those of quark distribution In the folko-folk

and this relation works well for n i 1,5 which govern the

region ОБ Using the convolution theorem we p;et in this

regiont
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Since, according to the model of Eef.lI6J q(x)-*0.8? t *-

we come to the following estimate

#(*)«: %.6H £ц ̂- — o./7 , x~o. „_,

Furthermore! keeping in mind that the factor (̂ ljl<'
1
) tends

to a constant (14/9) at n -» I and v?.ries slightly for n

close to 1 we find that in region D the cross section can

be approximated by

As for the intermediate region С there is so guide

theoretical arguments and we choose a simple power parame-

terization of the cross section, then, it can bo readily

checked that the cross section given by

, £ -0.263); x<o.oi -

o.oi<x<&3 - c \

o,56 (t-x)3 ; x>o.3 -J
satisfies all the six sum rules corresponding to the gluon

moments listed in Table I. The cross section (JI) is repro-

duced in Fig.7 while Table 2 illustrates the fit which it

gives to the sum rules.

Certainly, solution (51) is not unique but all the ot-

her fits which we were able to find and which satisfy sum

rules and dynamical constricts described above agree with

(31) within a factor of 1.5.

It is worth nothing that at photon energies of order

1000 GeT the cross section is rather large, <S'V- (several mb),

The conclusion seems to be quite general. Indeed, predic-

tions for the cross section in this region depend on sum

rule with n.^-1.5 and we are able to find a lower bound

for the r.h.s. of this sum rule which is only four times



lower than the prediction of the valence quark model used

above. The lower bound is derived in the following way»

?
А
.

5
 \ _

and assumes only that gluons are not more energetic than

quarks» It is interesting to compare the results obtained

with the predictions of the vector meson dominance model

(the latest development of the latter as applied to charm

photoproduotion can be found in fiefs. L
2 2 t 2

*J). The vector

meson dominance model relates both total charm and J/y/

photoproduction to the amplitude of J/vf/ interaction with*

nucleon. In particular, to fit the data on cross section

Cf QfA/-* yv) one assumes that the amplitude of J/^- nucleon

elastic scattering is anomalously small. In the other words,

one assumes that the cross section of charmed quark scatte-

ring is- small as compared to that of ordinary quarks. Thus,

the violation of SO (4 ) flavor symmetry is most crucial

for this model.

On the other hand, within the present approach strong

interactions do not depend on flavour at all. The difference

between paotoproduotion of ordinary and charmed quarks is

entirely due to a difference in space-time pictures caused

by large mass oft charmed quark. Photoproduction of charm

is completely analogous to electroproduction of ordinary

particles. No smallne&s of the cross section of chanted

particle interaction is introduced and all the parameters

are fixed in an independent way.

Still it is amusing to see that for a wide energy re-

gion .the predictions based on asymptotic freedom and УМШ



are close to each other. Since rector meson dominance model

is mush more phenomenological than QCD we can вау that QCD

provides a clue to a phenomenological observation which is

interpreted as smallness of c-quark interaction cross se-

ction.

8» Cbnf Fhotoproductlon on Huclai

Heaeuremeats of charm photoproduction on nuclei would

allow to find the atomic number dependence of <$ . Accor-

ding to the approach adopted here 6* is just proportional

to A almost in the entire energy region.
a*

Indeed,лsum rules, can be obtained both for a nucleon

and a nuclear target. The difference lies la the values of

moments j \ of gluon distributions inside nucleons and

nuclei. In particular, the value of p * In the case of

photon-nucleus interaction gives the part of momentum of

л < nucleus carried by gluons. Since experimentally the

cross section of deep inelastic scattering is proportional

to A*the same is expected to be true for charm photoproduc-

tion:

Tor higher moments there is no direct experimental in-

formation on p», . Assuming the valence quark approximation

"'relates parameters f* to the moments o$ quark distri-

butions. Higher moments are sensitive to large values of x,

where x is the standard scaling variable. Since for large x

the shadowing effects become even less prominent we expect

that the proportionality of <5. to atomic number holds even

ЭО



to a better accuracy than in the case of deep inelastic.

On the other hand» if one turns to consideration of

momenta with n< 2 the; are more sensitive to higher energy

contribution and, e.g., integral \~%
t
<rf

 c a n 8 h o w ьоя
*

evidence of shadowing of gluons inside nuclei. For some

intermediate values of n the antishad*wingL
 5
J can also

show up.

9. Ihotoproduotion of Sew Heavy Particles

Most probably, there exist quarks even heavier than

the charmed one. In particular, it is natural to interpret

observation of a new heavy resonances decaying into И p pair

/26/ as production of a new ^ -like systems. Then oass of

a new heavy quark is around 4.5GeV. Some properties of new

particles constructed from these quarks have been already

discussed in literature (see, a.g. Дг^"л] ). Here we will

discuss photoproduction of new heavy particles.

Generalization of the зиш rules derived above to the

case of heavier H-quarks is straightforward. Namely, one

must substitute m
c
 by Шц and, if necessary, to account for

a change in the quark charge (if Q
u
=--t- then the cross

section gets the factor of 4 down). Moreover, there are eo-t-

me changes in the effective coupling constant d
s
 (^(H)

and the moments of. gluon distribution f£ (j>*(toc)-* P*(#»H

Both can be consistently found within the framework of QCD.

A change in p h Ы*) is rather small if n~ cr 5GeV and oan

be neglected for a moment.

It is worth emphasizing that relation between the in-

tegrals of charmed and new particles photoproduction oan



be evaluated within QCD without additional dynamical assump-

tions such as the valence quark approximation.

Here we would like to argue that there exists a simple

(approximate) rescaline law which allows to estimate the

new particles photoproduction at a given energy.

First, let us recall the reader that the overall scale

of charm photoproduction cross section is given by

For new quarks the corresponding quantity is equal to

о 2
and is, roughly speaking, smaller by a factor of т~/т

н
 .

There is nothing particular new about this result. E.g,

such a mass dependence can be inferredl/^l from the space-

time picture of the p
a
rton model X? J. On empirical grounds

this rescaling of the cross seciion was proposed by many

authors (see, e.g, for a discussion paper\Г \ and further

references therein).

We would like to emphasize that at the energies pre-

sently available there is another source of strong mass

dependence which seems no less important numerically than

the rescaling of cross sections.

Namely, we have argued (see sec* and eq. (21), in parti-

cular) that the natural unit to measure energy is its

threshold value V^ which grows roughly as quark mass

squared. We claim that the following approximate relation

holds outside the threshold region:
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where 4.93fn* actually is the threshold value for charm.

Since the cross section б£ is predicted to grow fast up

to energies of order 1000 GeV this rescaling of energy is

very important numerically.

bet ad consider, for esample, the case of a 4.5 GeV.

quark mass which would correspond to "onium" states with
Г261

masses close to that of the recently observed resonance
1
 4

The corresponding cross section O
0
 is about It-.7 nb and

is 17 times smaller than (S
o
 relevant to charmed particle

photoproduction. Thus, the total scale for new particle pro-

duction is 17 times lower. Furthermore, let us take the ini-

tial energy equal to 3000 GeV. Then according to our esti-

mate (see Fig.7) the charm photoproduction cross section

is about 1000 nb. For heavy particles the scale of .energy

must be changed (see eq.(34) ); so that 300 GeY for new

heavy particles would correspond to about 23 GeV for charm

production and the expected cross section (see Fig.7) is
у

about 45 nb. Dividing that by 17 we find 6wA/=3oofi-en*)~3ii4.

Thus, we see that in the case considered the extra suppres-

sion of the cross section i s given by the factor 1000/45

=r 22.

In conclusion of this section le t us add a few words

on derivation of eq.(34). If one introduces variable x
X =• 4.53 (fuai-k m«&s)*/v

and neglects the change in the gluon distribution due to

a change in the quark mass then

where

3 J



Since the cross section grows fast with energy the contri-

bution of extra region of variation of x in the l.h.s. of

e .v .10) сал be neglected for reasonable values of n. In

particular, it is seen from Table 2. that the near thresh-

old region В gives a negligible contribution if n £ 3.

Therefore we get

which implies validity of eq.(54) in the regions C,D (for

definition see sec.7).

Conclusions

Let us summarize briefly the main results of the pre-

sent paper.

1. Determination of the charmed «juarK nass ас shore

distances from the charmonium sum rules specifies completely

the sum rule for the second moment of the charm photoproduc-

tion cross section (see eqs.(2),(25) )•

2. Other moments of the cross section can be evaluated

within the valence quark approximation and the corresponding

measurements could provide a crucial test of this approximat-

ion (sec.6).

5. Numerical expectations for the cross section CT*" are

illustrated in Fig.7. While asymptotically the cross section

of charm photoproduction is quite large and.is about several

mi vobarns, the growth of the total photoproduction cross sec-

tion G(fN-*aee) by(l-2bb or more at moderate energies

В ^ 100 GeV cannot be explained by charm (the latter possi-

bility is vividly di scussed now, see the Proceedings of the

Int.Symposium on Photon and Lepton Interactions, Hamburg,

1977.).
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4. To get predictions for new heavy particle produc-

tion one x&st rescale both the cross section and energy.

Humerically the expeated cross section is small at feasible

energies (of order 3 nb at B ~ 3 0 0 Ge?).

5. Ill the model assumption aside, the charm photopro-

duction is unique as a probe of gluons within the frame

work of QCD. In a reasonable approximation there is a point-to-

-point correspondence between the cross section as a function

of initial energy and gluon distribution as*function of x.
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Appendix I. Valence Quark Approximation

In this Appendix we will present some details of eva-

luation of the moments of the gluon distribution function

used in sects. 6,7.

From a technical point of view the valence quark ap-

proximation is specified by the assumption that at some

normalization point m (where m is of order of hadrcnic aa-

sses) the matrix elements of operators constructed from the

gluon fields over the nucleon state vanish identically:

< M ©£..<(»0 l<v*> « О (AI)

This assumption is motivated by the picture according to

which nucleon prior to interaction consists of thzoe quarks,
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with no valence gluons
 я

\

The strong bremsstrahlung of gluons In deep Inelastic

scattering (or in heavy particles photoproduction) modifies

the native estimate.; based on the parton model and valence

quarks.

Numerically, the effect of gluon bremsatrahlung depends on

the effective coupling constant of strong interactions. In

particular, it was shown in our paper I
6
 J(see also BefJr Ц)

that a satisfactory description of the existing data on

deep inelastic arises if

4 *-
where oC 6") is the coupling constant in the normalization

С
point. E.g., Fig.8 reproduces the prediction for the share

momentum 2

of the nucleoofbarried by quarks. We see that at Q of or-

der of several Ge7 it is close to the standard parton mo-

del interpretation of the data.

Let us turn now to the calculation of moments P
h

within the valence quark approximation. To this end one

needs to relate operator Q
u u

 (m
c
) normalized at

point n to the operators 9 ? . (V)and QJ , (f») nor-

malized at point m. In the leading log approximation the .

relation can be found using the matrix of anomalous dimen-

sions of the corresponding operators. This satrix (in the

"'Version of the valence quark model was discussed in de-
tail in a recent-paper I?

1
.! in connection with evaluation

of quark distributions.
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selfevident notations) looks as follows [Я1

3 и(**.,)

while the renormalization group equations for the correspon-

ding expansion coefficients take the form

Solving the equations we get

where b» 11 - 2/3N = 9 is the coefficient in the Gell-Mann-

- Low function and A+ are the eigenvalues of the matrix

of the anomalous dimensions:

(A5)

Furthermore,using assumption (Al) we find

Moments O$ the quark distribution function are related to

the same matrix elements ̂ t/j ̂w...*„(*')Î )> • Thus, in the

ratio of Рь and Oj the matrix elements of Oj , (to)

which depend on the "original" quark distribution are can-
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celled out:

y u V ^ L
( A 6 )

Numerical results for this ratio for various values of n

and Э&аге given in Table 1 (see also Pig.5).
Я л

The moments /*„4*fc) of querk distribution at Q of or-

p

der 4ш„ can be extracted from data on deep inelr-.stic and,
С

therefore, eq.(A6) can serve as a basis for deriving pre-

dictions for charm photoprodjction. The results are presen-

ted in sect.6 of the text.

Let us notice that using an explicit form of the matrix

of the anomalous dimensions (A2) one can derive tne follo-

wing asymptotic relations

JU....\
 (A7)

which hold within 10% accuracy for

h~l.S the/ Л ~ 4 (А8)

respectively. Ratios (A?) do not depend on any parameter

and their check seems very interesting for this reason (It

might worth mentioning once more that it is dangerous to

choose n too large or too close to 1 since the correction

terms become important in this case. So, choice (A8) eeems

to be most balanced).

In conclusion let us notice that the results derived



above are quite sensitive to the assumed absence of valence

gluons. Thus, for n-4 eq(A3) takes the fora

9 *(4) - 3 e % )
 +

 e^J , (z~s) (A9)

and if the matrix element of the gluon operator & (~) is an

ordei- of magnitude smaller than that of the quark operator

94m) the correction is still ~30#.

Appendix 2. Corrections to the Sum Rules

In this appendix we will consider corrections of the

next order in ei. to the sum rules. To find them one needs

to perform an explicit calculation of the two-loop graphs*

This is a very cumbersome problem and we will not solve it

completely* We will concentrate on the corrections which

at first sight seem to be the most important ones. Namely,

in higher orders there appear in the effective Lagrangian

operators constructed from the quark fields (see eq.( I? )}

while in the lowest order only the gluon operators (see eq*

(10 )) contribute. On the other hand, valence quark appro-

ximation amounts to saying that matrix elements of quark

operators are much larger than those of the gluon operators.

(Strictly speaking, assumption (Al) refers to the normali-

zation point m, not m
c
. But an explicit calculation shows

that smallnees persists at m as well. Thus, for n«4 the

ratio of the matrix elements is about 10). Therefore, one

might think that contribution of quark operators ±в impor-

tant since smallnes? of the expansion coefficient is compe-

nsated by enhancement of the corresponding matrix element*

Luckily enough, this correction can be found in a relative-

ly easy way. The result is that contribution of the quark

operators is numerically email.



The effective Lagrangian is а вша of two terms

С
c
f>»c) 9

C
K)

+
C<f4)e'M (no)

where С and C^ are the expansion coefficients. Let us

introduce now matrix element over a quark state

<<> f с *(ч) е *с*.
с
) + с 'fa-.) о Ч»с) f f > ( A I D

To avoid infrared divergencies we assume that quark ie at

least slightly off-mass shell, say p
2
 = -и

2
 . We will keep

p
2
 only as infrared cut off in log. terms and neglect it is

all other cases.

In the lowest order in ol
s
 only the first term in eq.

(All) contributes and we used this approximation in the te-

xt of the paper. Now we are interested in terms of next or-

der. Matrix element <<?l Э (
m
c) l<}> is proportional to

of. By, —- by itself and, therefore, we need to calcu-

la-ce C£(»>c) to first order in o(s . But in this order

the coefficient is already known (see sects.2,5). The to-

tal amplitude (All) contains terms both of the -type A*- & ^

o/5 . Subtracting the contribution of the g.luon opera-

tor from the total matrix element we get the answer for

the product CtyO^tfl Эн
{р. Moreover, the matrix element

of the quark operators in zero order coincides with thai

for free fields and is known. This allows for

a determination of the coefficients C^(m ) to order ct
s

In other words, the prooedure can be described as

follower Integration over the lower loop in Fig.4 receives

2 2 P

a log term (In m
c
/m ) from region of virtual moaenta я g

p g Шц and a nonlogarithmic term from p
2
^- m

c

2
. The for-

mer corresponds in fact to renormalization of^gluon opera-

tor (read: to the calculation of the mixing matrix) while

«o



the latter tern corresponds to & (quasi) local operator

depicted in Fig.4, Let из denote the aaplitrade correspon-

ding to Pic«4» averaged over the photon and quark polari-

zations and quark color by H. Then

M = - (р?)
г
ЛСр^ Ш2)

where p denotes hereafter the quark momentum and the inva-

riant amplitude ACpq) is defined according to eq.(5). Amp-

litude/4 (f><J) is immediately related to tbe amplitude Д а Г the

forward scattering of a virtual gluon on a photon which

enters as the upper blob into Pig.4. (*J,*,f> are color and

Lorenz indices the photon).

We will confine ourselves to the sum rules with n=2,4.

It means that in amplitude (AI2) we keep only two first

terms of expansion in the momentum q at q*0. Since the q-

dependence enters only through the amplitude J4^L we can

expand it in powers of q and neglect terms of sixth and

higher orders. The expansion has the form»

it

where к and q are the gluon and photon momenta, reepecti-

vely,cr are the standard invariant functions of deep inelas-

tic scattering '

»\
щ
' In the case considered the amplitudes refer to the sca-

ttering of a virtual gluon on a photon target. The fac-
tor 1/8 in eq.(AI4) is due to summation over the color
index of the gluon.
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and ?
T
 о are the corresponding structure functionst

end finally, the superscript of F indicates the number of A

It is worth noting that the structure functions (Л14),

(115) coincide with those of scattering of a virtual photon

on a "real" gluon via c-quark loop. The latter are crucial

for consideration of charm production in deep inelastic

scattering and were found by Witter. \?1.The moments »S

these were calculated for arbitary к , including к « m ,

*' It is assumed that Wick rotation is made, so thet к < О

**' Unlike the standart convention we have included in the

definition of the structure functions the coupling constant

of the incoming particle, the gluon, but (A16) does not

account yet for the electric charge of с quark.
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Substituting expansion (AI?) into amplitude (AI4), integ-

rating over the direction of vector k, changing the inte-

gration variable k
2
 into -k

2
 and accounting for the o-qu-

ark charge we find

K
l o [ l S S. 5

 L J

At small k
2
, k

?
« m

c

2
, functions F

2
J

o )
 and F

2
J

2 )
 are

proportional to k
4
 and k

8
, respectively? It implies that,

in accordance with the general consideration, integrals

(AI7) receive logarithmic contribution from the region

m
2
,:* k

2
 <* m

 2
 and a nonlogarithmic one from the region

С

k 2 £ m 2 . Making use of eqs.(AI6) we get explicitly»

At k 2 « 4 m 2 the moments F"} , г
ь"' are suppressed

by itVV» as
c
compared to ««*f»). All the moments flatten

at * * >~4i«l •
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The result agrees again "dth the expectations based on ge-

nerel grounds. Namely, the log terms appear Juat with such

coefficients as to be absorbed into renoxnallzation of the

gluon operator (see eqs.(A2), (A3))*

Substituting eq.(118) into eq.(Al?) we get tae answer

for the quark amplitude (112) and, therefore, the final re-

sult for the coefficient С
<
Чв

<
,). This allows, In turn, to

write dowa S U B rules with the account of contribution of

the quark operators. Proceeding in this way we find:

(A19)

The most important lesson from this exercise is that nume-

rical coefficients which determine contribution of ?\ are
2

small. ?or this reason even if *•/««• ~"/0 the quark operator

contribution is of order ^ ''and. negligible.

It is worth emphasizing once more that <»q.(AI9) does

not account for all the corrections of order oi
s
 eince itrhu ~j>*

were calculated only to the lowest order in </$ .We have

found only the corrections which a priori seeaed to be most

dangerous.



Table 1. Mouents of the quark ( Д * ) and gluon ( J{, ) dis-

tributions. For quarks the lield-Peynaan fit is used ibile

the ratio </pt- relies on the valence quark approxiaa-

tion. The same approximation is used to calculate,, value of

fl given in parentheses.

n :

с
1.5

2.9

3.6

4.0

1.44

(

4.1-

5.7

2

0.58

0.69

0.76

0.49

5£3-а57)

0.37-

0.43

2.5

0.28

0.32

0O5

0.22

0.065-

aO78

3

0.17

0.19

0.20

0.12

0.020-

0.023

5.5

0.12

0.13

0.14

0.069

0.0033-

0.0097

4

0.088

0.096

0.10

0.043

0.0037-

0.0043
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Table 2. Moments ""i ( '/<£, ) for various

«<*-3* 0*a cr 250 nb., for further explanations

of notations see Sect.?)

Theory

(QpD + valence quarks + Field-Feynraan fit)

n

5.1

Ш

1.5

5.1

6.4

7.1

Momenta of function

Eegion В

Hegion С

Region D

Dotal

5.58

1.57

0.052

5.2

2

U.45

0.49

0.52

(315

0.151

0.255

0.034

0.46

3

0,030

0.035

0.035

0.00069

0.020
r
/

0.0098

0.031

0

0

0

4

0.

0.

0.

4

.0085

.0094

.0099

• I0"
6

0029

0069

0098



/

С + PERMUTATIONS

FIG. I. Simplest graph which gives rise to an induced

photon-gluon vertex in the effective Lagran-

gian. Photon is denoted by a wavy line and

gluon AS denoted by a dashed one.
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N N

PIG. 2. Matrix element of the operator of

pboton-gluon interaction (Fig.l) over the

nucleon state» The matrix element determines

the charmed quark contribution into the ampli-

tude of forward Compton scattering of a photon

with a vanishing momentum q —> О off a nucle-

on with momentum p. Vectors £ Д 1
' £ ^2'

stand for the polarizations of the initial and

final photons, respectively.
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?ig. 3. Some examples of the graphs describing at ring of

light and heavy quarks via strong interactions in

high orders in the coupling constant. It is under-

stood that external gluons are attached 1 A fact

to a nucleon, as in Fig. 2. Graph c) corresponds

to charm production via the u / u component of

the electromagnetic current.
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u,d,S

u,d,s

M G . 4. Graph leading to quark operators In the effec-

tive bagrangian.
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FIG.5. Moments of quark and gluon distributions. Field-

~ Feynman fit is used for the quark distribution

while the moments of the gluon distribution are

found within the- Talence quark approximation. The

n dependence of the function < ̂ threehy'Ilc^D'

is also displayed (for definitions see the test)
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50 100 150

FIG.6. Estimate of the cross section of J/N' photo-

production based on the compilation of experimental

data given by Nash at al ., Bef. 15.

02



10 fc

10

PIG.7. Prediction for the total cross section of charm

photoproduotion.
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0.7

0.6 -

0,5 -

Pig. 8. Integral j | P
3
(x

f
 <J

2
) dx j

 u + d + s
 vs. Q

2

as

calculated within the valence quark approximation.

The structure function P- is defined in such a

way that the above Integral has the meaning

of the share of the nucleon nosentum carried

by u,d,s quarks and пД,а" antiquarka.
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